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ABSTRACT 

GrocerySurf* is an Android application designed to enhance the grocery shopping 

experience. Users receive meaningful information about the products such as nutritional info, 

reviews, recipes, and coupons to help make the right choice. The shopping list is generated 

dynamically as the user walks from aisle to aisle. The application interacts with the users via 

voice command and image scanning. It can be further implemented for a wearable computer with 

an optical head-mounted display (OHMD). The goal is to design a shopping assistance tool for 

the next generation of grocery shoppers and to deliver the right product to the right customer at 

the right time.   

*Patent Pending 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The report is to introduce an innovative solution to enhance the grocery shopping 

experiences of the shoppers. It starts with the problem statement and followed by a proposed 

solution of implementing GrocerySurf mobile application. The discussion covers the details and 

the benefits of the implementation. The technical specification includes the case diagram, the 

cost analysis, the project timeline, and the risk analysis.  
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 

On average, there are 38,718 items carried in a supermarket (FMI, 2012) with the size of 

46,000 square feet. Without the photographic memory, a typical grocery shopper would have to 

keep a shopping list on hand to make sure that there is no need for a second trip back to the store. 

In addition, about 74% of the grocery shopping trips occurred during the weekend according to 

the Time Use Institute research (ATUS, 2008). From the grocery shopper’s point of view, the 

grocery shopping is a chore that is time-consuming. The solution is to minimize the unnecessary 

tasks that are related to the grocery shopping.  

On-line grocery shopping may help to save time, but it is often more expensive than the 

offers from a nearby brick-n-mortar grocery store. Another popular solution would be home 

delivery from the local grocery store. It is indeed an ideal choice for the elderly or a person with 

disability to have the grocery delivered right to the front door. There are, however, various 

problems hindering the grocery delivery solution. First, the additional delivery cost is normally 

transferred to the grocery shoppers. Second, the freshness of the produce delivered is dependent 

upon the experience of the shopping helper. Last but not least, a grocery shopper loses the 

opportunity for an in-store sample tasting.  

To take a look at the issues from a broader sense, we must consider the perspectives from 

the product vendors as well. From the grocery vendors’ point of view, how to promote a new 

item in the market or to alter the shoppers’ purchase decisions could be the key to increase the 

sales.  Offering coupons is currently the main marketing strategy for product promotion. The 

coupons are distributed both on-line and in-store. The strategy is effective but the delivery could 

be simplified through the use of mobile technology.  The solution aims to deliver the right 

product to the right person at the right time without the intervention of the grocery shoppers such 
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as fetching the coupons on-line before coming to the store. But to achieve this goal, the vendor 

needs to gain more insight on the grocery shopper’s shopping behavior in order to promote the 

new product. Moreover, both the vendors and the retailers need to address the needs of the 

shopper to the next level beyond providing the location of a product that a grocery shopper needs.  

For instance, 25.8 million people in the US have diabetes (American Diabetes 

Association, 2012). With so many new products coming to the market, to identify the right 

product that is suitable for the shoppers with diabetes is like searching for a chameleon in the 

Amazon jungle! A plausible solution could be helping a grocery shopper to locate a product with 

the nutritional information that is targeted toward his or her needs. Regardless of the 

implementation details, the key is to develop a new strategy to assist the shoppers to a personal 

level. 

In next section, the discussion will focus on the proposed solution of implementing 

GrocerySurf mobile application and the benefits it brings to all stakeholders including the 

grocery shoppers, the vendors, and the retailers. 
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SOLUTION 

GrocerySurf application is designed to deliver the futuristic solution based on the 

consumer research of the user behavior of the mobile application. Traditionally, a grocery 

assistant application offered the user-targeted discount offers based on the loyalty card holders’ 

data. The strategy was to persuade the grocery shoppers to buy more for less by giving the 

incentives. However, the model failed to address other complex issues that are involved in 

making the grocery buying and selling decisions. Michael Facemire, an analyst from Forrester 

Research Inc., suggested a new strategy based on his recent research. According to Mr. Facemire, 

the mobile innovation would greatly satisfy the needs of the mobile application users by pushing 

the knowledgeable data to the users in real time and by responding to their needs in a manner 

that enhance their experiences (Cincy Mobile Conference, 2013).  

Therefore, GrocerySurf application must comply with these requirements to be 

responsive and user-centered. Furthermore, it must be designed to address the following issues 

from the perspectives of the target stakeholders including the grocery shopper, the grocery 

vendor, and the grocery chain stores. Using Table 1 (page 5), the needs of the target stakeholders 

are displayed side-by-side with the solutions. 
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Target Needs Solution 

Grocery shopper Individual nutritional needs (ex. 

Diabetes) 

 

GrocerySurf provides product 

nutritional information and 

ingredient breakdown analysis. 

 To create an individualized grocery 

list template for weekly shopping  

GrocerySurf shopping list is 

generated in store based on the 

shopping pattern, the frequently 

purchase items, and the recipes.  

 

 Reviews of new products or on-sale 

products  

GrocerySurf collects and provides 

the user ratings that are legitimate 

from the actual users in the same 

geo-location 

 

 To keep both hands free for handling 

grocery items and/or the younger 

children 

 

GrocerySurf can operate on voice 

commands and image scanning 

Grocery vendor Needs customer input  to improve the 

product for the competitive 

advantages 

GrocerySurf provides the user 

ratings and search term data for BI 

analysis 

 

Grocery chain store Promote products to potential buyers 

effectively  

GrocerySurf encourages friends and 

family members to promote an item 

to each other through social sharing   

 

Table 1 Problem and Solution 

 

It is important to note that some of the proposed solutions have been implemented by 

various commercially available applications, but none of the applications have been successfully 

addressed these issues completely and entirely. Therefore, the design of GrocerySurf is unique in 

its kind. The goal of the senior design would be completing the phase I implementation of the 

application with a focus on providing the nutritional info and the product comparison.  
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Section 1 

Technical Specification 

 This project encompasses two main areas of Information Technology: software 

development and database.  

 In terms of the software development, the project involves developing an Android 

application to respond to the needs for grocery shoppers to complete the grocery shopping tasks 

efficiently and effortlessly. In addition, the project utilizes the newer technology such as Google 

Glass and Recon JET OHMD to further enhance the user experience through the use of voice 

recognition as well as the barcode scanning.  

  There will be multiple Web APIs used to utilize the third-party vendors’ database access. 

In addition, GrocerySurf Web portal has a database server to host the data collected through the 

mobile devices. 

 Below is a list of the technical specification for developing the project -  

 Website: 

o .NET 4.5, C# MVC 4, Entity Framework 5 

o Windows IIS Server, 2008 SQL Server 

 Android mobile device: 

o Operating System: Android API 16 and up   

 Web API: Factual Product API, Yummly Recipe API 

 Compatible Device: Android smartphone and Google Glass XE 12 

 Constraints: Internet connection (Wi-Fi), camera, and audio speaker I/O 
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Section 2 

Use Case Diagram 

 

Figure 1 Use Case Diagram 
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Section 3 

Timeline 

Figure 2 (see next page) displays the timeline of the implementation schedule of the 

project. The timeline clearly specifies the software development lifecycle (SDLC) and its 

incremental phases of the development as well as the associated testing phases. 
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Figure 2 Project Timeline 
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Section 4 

Risk Analysis 

 Risk assessment in the early stage of the development cycle is critical to the success of 

the project. The risk management involves identifying, assessing, and prioritizing the risks; the 

goal is to minimize, to monitor, and to manage the risks. A great example to assert the 

importance of risk assessment is from the lyrics of a song called “The Gambler” (Rogers, 1978):   

 

 

 

 

Therefore, I had included the risk analysis section in the proposal report to document the 

foreseen risks and the solution to reduce the chance of any unfortunate events. Using Table 2 on 

page ten, each risk is identified with a unique identifier. The columns shown on next page 

include the risk description, the severity of the risk, and its remediation. 

  

“You got to know when to hold ‘em, 

Know when to fold ‘em,  

Know when to walk away,  

And know when to run!” 
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ID Risk Description Level Remediation 

R1-1 Google Glass is not available HIGH Purchased Recon JET as backup device 

R1-2 Recon JET is not available HIGH Rollback to mobile application  

R1-3 Glass or JET is broken HIGH Rollback to mobile application 

R1-4 Server failure or inaccessible LOW Need to request backup server 

R1-5 General hardware failure LOW Need to identify backup devices 

R2-1 Software failure LOW Backup projects and DB   

R2-2 Google or Recon Web API is not 

accessible 

MED Built-in feature to detect and suggest user to 

hook up device with mobile phone 

R2-3 Delayed development cycle MED Create and follow timeline, Reserve time 

between phases for recovery 

R3-1 Data server is down HIGH Built-in feature to detect and save user data 

in SQL-lite local database 

R3-2 API service cost changes LOW Change provider or increase spending 

R3-3 Grocery store DB is not available MED Create localized Web-based database for 

specific geo-location 

R4-1 Web and data servers maintenance 

cost change 

LOW Change provider or increase spending 

R5-1 Application failure on Google Glass 

or Recon JET 

HIGH Rollback to mobile phone application 

R5-2 Scope creep HIGH Rollback to mobile phone application 

R5-3 Tester does not show up MED Request more testers from the beginning to 

avoid the show stopper 

R5-4 Administrative work slows down 

the app development 

MED Complete final report and presentation 

writing during Semester I instead of II 

R5-5 Presentation at IT Expo could not 

run on prepared hardware 

HIGH Prepare printed presentation copy 

R5-6 Google Glass and Recon JET do not 

work at IT Expo 

HIGH Rollback to mobile application and 

purchase a second mobile phone as backup 

R5-7 Internet connection is down HIGH Replace UC wireless with mobile hotspot 

R5-8 Power outage HIGH UPS  

Table 2 Risk Analysis 
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Section 5 

Budget 

There are several categories of the cost elements involved in developing the project, 

including the equipment, the software, the commercial services, the support services, the supplies, 

and the personnel. The table below explains the cost elements under each category –  

Cost Category Cost Elements 

Equipment, Leased or Purchased Laptop, Android phone, Google Glass, Recon JET, Web and 

DB Servers 

Software, Leased or Purchased Eclipse IDE, Android OS, Recon SDK, Recon Web API, 

Google Glass SDK, Google Mirror API 

Commercial Services Internet access, Data/Voice Network, Grocery UPC Data 

Access, Grocery Store DB Access  

Support Services Commercially provided services to support equipment, 

software, or services including maintenance, source data 

entry, capacity management 

Supplies Any consumable item designed specifically for use with 

equipment, software, and services  

Personnel Developer and tester 

Table 3 Cost Analysis - Categories and Elemets 

  As Table 3 suggests, the equipment and the software could be either purchased or leased 

to keep the project development within budget. It is also important to note that some of the 

categories are listed with no cost at all. For instance, there is no significant cost to the category 

“Supplies” because most of the consumable items are available through UC if I maintain a full-

time student status. Therefore, there is no itemized list under this category. The cost to develop 

the project is listed as Table 4 (page 12) and the accumulated cost is displayed as a subtotal at the 

bottom of the table.  
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Table 4 Cost Analysis 

*Price varies if not obtained from Google 
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Section 6 

Testing 

The testing section contains a test report extracted from a series of testing reports. The goal is to 

demonstrate the QA process of developing the application as well as completing the senior design course 

requirement. The following sections include the requirement that was the subject of the test, the use case 

scenario, the type of tests, the test results (see appendix A), and the corrective actions. 

Subject of Testing 

Requirement 

User must be able to retrieve product information through the application as well as product 

recommendation based on the health index.  

Roles 

 User: a client using mobile application  

 Mobile system: mobile application on client mobile device 

 Web portal system: Web application that interacts with mobile system 

Use Case 

1. User starts product search process 

1.1. User clicks application icon on mobile device 

1.2. Mobile system displays menu options 

1.3. User clicks menu option Product Search 

2. Mobile system enters product search module 

2.1. Mobile system checks configuration and hardware  

2.1.1. Mobile system checks Internet connection 

2.1.1.1. Internet is not connected,  

2.1.1.1.1. Mobile system alerts user that Internet is not connected 

2.1.1.1.2. Mobile system exits 

2.1.2. Mobile system checks hardware setting 

2.1.2.1. Camera is not available 

2.1.2.1.1. Mobile system alerts user to check camera permission settings 

2.1.2.1.2. Mobile system exits 

2.1.2.2. Voice input is not available 

2.1.2.2.1. Mobile system alerts user that voice input is not installed on device. 

2.1.2.2.2. Mobile system exits 

2.2. Configuration and hardware complete 

2.2.1. Mobile system displays product search page  

2.2.2. Mobile system exits checkup process  
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3. Mobile system displays product search main menu 

4. Product search module starts 

4.1. User clicks menu option Scan Barcode 

4.2. Mobile system initiates camera preview window  

4.3. User places product in front of camera 

4.4. Mobile system displays product in preview window 

4.5. Image capture process starts 

4.5.1. Camera autofocus on product UPC and captures image 

4.5.2. Mobile system read barcode image 

4.5.2.1. Image is not readable 

4.5.2.2. Mobile system exit and repeat image capture process 

4.6. Mobile system returns barcode info on screen 

4.7. User validate UPC barcode 

4.7.1. Barcode incorrect 

4.7.1.1. User clicks option menu Try Again 

4.7.1.2. Mobile system repeats process, returns to 4.2  

4.8. User clicks option menu Done 

5. Mobile system sends UPC code for product search  

5.1. Mobile system opens HTTP request 

5.2. Web portal system responds 

5.2.1. Web portal system searches product 

5.2.1.1. Product not found 

5.2.1.1.1. Web portal system returns product not found JSON 

5.2.1.1.2. Web portal system exits 

5.2.1.2. Product info incomplete 

5.2.1.2.1. Web portal system captures partial product info and continue to product 

comparison process 

5.2.2. Web portal system searches for comparable products 

5.2.2.1. Products not found 

5.2.2.1.1. Web portal system requests external database for more products 

5.2.3. Web portal system analyzes products 

5.2.3.1. Error occurred 

5.2.3.1.1. Web portal system returns product not available JSON 

5.2.3.1.2. Web portal system exits 

5.2.4. Web portal system returns JSON with all products 

5.2.5. Mobile system receives HTTP return 

5.2.5.1. System timeout 

5.2.5.1.1. System prompts user to close the process 

5.2.5.1.2. User clicks OK 

5.2.5.1.3. System exits to main menu 

6. Mobile system starts UI process to display product info 

6.1. Mobile system reads and de-serialize JSON  

6.2. Mobile system displays product info  

6.2.1. Better product found 
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6.2.1.1. Mobile system displays all products 

6.2.2. No better product found 

6.2.2.1. Mobile system displays one product 

6.3. Product search complete 

6.4. System closes product search module  

Type of Tests 

 The tests include the system testing, the module interface testing, and the error handling testing. 

The documentation includes the testing data, the expected result, and the actual result. In case of a failed 

test, the documentation identified the reason for the failed result. 

Corrective Actions 

 Test case: S3.1 

o Reason: Static IP Setup 

o Action: Obtained elastic IP  

o Resolved: Yes 

o Tested: Yes 

o Test case: S3.2 

o Date: 12/20/13 

 Test case: EH5.1 

o Reason: Camera preview needs more time to capture the image. 

o Action: changed parameter from 1000 ms to 10000 ms 

o Resolved: Yes 

o Tested: Yes 

o Test case: EH5.2 

o Date: 1/18/14 

 Test case: EH6.1 

o Reason: NullPointerException was not handled earlier enough and properly 

o Action: Setup try / catch exception handling and provided dummy record in case of 

any errors occurred during API search 

o Resolved: Yes 

o Tested: Yes 

o Test case: EH6.2 and EH6.3 

o Date: 1/25/14 
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CONCLUSION 

The GrocerySurf application was implemented as a senior project to complete the degree 

program requirement for Information Technology at the College of Education, Criminal Justice, 

and Human Services (CECH). The goal of implementing the senior project is to initiate first step 

toward an integrated solution that truly enhances the grocery shopping experiences of the 

shoppers. The user-centered design will be the key ingredient that sets GrocerySurf apart from its 

competitors.  
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APPENDIX A 

System Testing 

Date Item 

No. 

Tes

t 

No. 

Input Expected Actual Pass 

/ 

Fail 

Reaso

n 

12/13/13 1.1 S1 Icon click Mobile system 

starts 

Mobile system starts Pass n/a 

5.1 S2.

1 

http://localhost:15

52/api/product?up

c=041196915051 

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand

:Amy's,mname:O

rganic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

39,mhealth:0,m

rank:1},{mid:3

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.

05,mhealth:0,m

rank:2},{mid:2

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

03,mhealth:0,m

rank:3},{mid:1

,mbrand:Progre

sso,mname:Trad

itional 

Italian Style 

Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.

25,mhealth:16.

5,mrank:4}] 

 

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand:

Amy's,mname:Org

anic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.3

9,mhealth:0,mra

nk:1},{mid:3,mb

rand:Amy's,mnam

e:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.0

5,mhealth:0,mra

nk:2},{mid:2,mb

rand:Amy's,mnam

e:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.0

3,mhealth:0,mra

nk:3},{mid:1,mb

rand:Progresso,

mname:Tradition

al Italian 

Style Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.2

5,mhealth:16.5,

mrank:4}] 

 

Pass n/a 

5.1 S3.

1 

http://54.84.15.18

0/api/product?upc

=041196915051 

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand

:Amy's,mname:O

rganic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

39,mhealth:0,m

rank:1},{mid:3

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.

HTTP REQUEST 

404 Page Not Found 

Fail Web 

portal 

static 

IP 

setup   
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05,mhealth:0,m

rank:2},{mid:2

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

03,mhealth:0,m

rank:3},{mid:1

,mbrand:Progre

sso,mname:Trad

itional 

Italian Style 

Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.

25,mhealth:16.

5,mrank:4}] 

 

12/20/13 5.1 S2.

2 

http://localhost:15

52/api/product?up

c=041196915051 

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand

:Amy's,mname:O

rganic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

39,mhealth:0,m

rank:1},{mid:3

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.

05,mhealth:0,m

rank:2},{mid:2

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

03,mhealth:0,m

rank:3},{mid:1

,mbrand:Progre

sso,mname:Trad

itional 

Italian Style 

Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.

25,mhealth:16.

5,mrank:4}] 

 

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand:

Amy's,mname:Org

anic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.3

9,mhealth:0,mra

nk:1},{mid:3,mb

rand:Amy's,mnam

e:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.0

5,mhealth:0,mra

nk:2},{mid:2,mb

rand:Amy's,mnam

e:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.0

3,mhealth:0,mra

nk:3},{mid:1,mb

rand:Progresso,

mname:Tradition

al Italian 

Style Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.2

5,mhealth:16.5,

mrank:4}] 

 

Pass n/a 

 5.1 S3.

2 

http://54.84.15.18

0/api/product?upc

=041196915051 

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand

:Amy's,mname:O

rganic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

HTTP response 

JSON 
[{mid:4,mbrand:

Amy's,mname:Org

anic Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.3

Pass n/a 
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39,mhealth:0,m

rank:1},{mid:3

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.

05,mhealth:0,m

rank:2},{mid:2

,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.

03,mhealth:0,m

rank:3},{mid:1

,mbrand:Progre

sso,mname:Trad

itional 

Italian Style 

Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.

25,mhealth:16.

5,mrank:4}] 

 

9,mhealth:0,mra

nk:1},{mid:3,mb

rand:Amy's,mnam

e:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.0

5,mhealth:0,mra

nk:2},{mid:2,mb

rand:Amy's,mnam

e:Organic 

Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.0

3,mhealth:0,mra

nk:3},{mid:1,mb

rand:Progresso,

mname:Tradition

al Italian 

Style Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.2

5,mhealth:16.5,

mrank:4}] 

 

 6.1 S4 [{mid:4,mbran

d:Amy's,mname

:Organic 

Chunky 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3

.39,mhealth:0

,mrank:1},{mi

d:3,mbrand:Am

y's,mname:Org

anic Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3

.05,mhealth:0

,mrank:2},{mi

d:2,mbrand:Am

y's,mname:Org

anic Lentil 

Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3

.03,mhealth:0

,mrank:3},{mi

d:1,mbrand:Pr

ogresso,mname

:Traditional 

Italian Style 

Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2

.25,mhealth:1

6.5,mrank:4}] 

 

Your product: 

Progresso 

Traditional Italian 

Style Wedding 

Soup 

Price: 2.25 

Health Index: 16.5 

Rank: 4 

 

Better product 

Product name: 

Amy’s Organic 

Chunky Vegetable 

Soup 

Price: 3.39 

Health Index; 0 

Rank: 1 

 

Better product 

Product name: 

Amy’s Organic 

Lentil Soup 

Price: 3.05 

Health Index; 0 

Rank: 2 

 

Better product 

Product name: 

Amy’s Organic 

Your product: 

Progresso Traditional 

Italian Style 

Wedding Soup 

Price: 2.25 

Health Index: 16.5 

Rank: 4 

 

Better product 

Product name: 

Amy’s Organic 

Chunky Vegetable 

Soup 

Price: 3.39 

Health Index; 0 

Rank: 1 

 

Better product 

Product name: 

Amy’s Organic 

Lentil Soup 

Price: 3.05 

Health Index; 0 

Rank: 2 

 

Better product 

Product name: 

Amy’s Organic 

Lentil Vegetable 

Pass n/a 
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Lentil Vegetable 

Soup 

Price: 3.03 

Health Index; 0 

Rank: 3 

 

Soup 

Price: 3.03 

Health Index; 0 

Rank: 3 
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APPENDIX B 

Module Interface Testing 

Date Item 

No. 

Test 

No. 

Input Expected Actual Pass 

/Fail 

Reason 

12/5/13 1.2 MI1 Icon click Application 

starts 

Application starts Pass n/a 

2.2.1 MI2 Menu option “Search 

product”  

Product search 

page opens 

Product search 

page opens 

Pass n/a 

4.5 MI3 UPC  

041196915051 

041196915051, 

Is it correct? 

041196915051, 

Is it correct? 

Pass n/a 

4.7.1.1 MI4 Menu option “Try again” System restarts 

barcode 

scanning 

process 

System restarts 

barcode scanning 

process 

Pass n/a 

12/25/13 4.8 MI5 Menu option “Done” System sends 

HTTP request 

System sends 

HTTP request 

Pass n/a 

4.8 MI6 Back button click System returns 

to main menu 

System returns to 

main menu 

Pass n/a 
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APPENDIX C 

Error Handling Testing 

 

Date Item 

No. 

Test 

No. 

Input Expected Actual Pass 

/Fail 

Reason 

12/5/13 2.1.1.

1 

EH1 Disable Internet 

connection  

System message 

“Not connected to 

Internet”  

System message 

“Not connected 

to Internet” 

Pass n/a 

2.1.2.

1 

EH2 Disable camera System message 

“Please check 

camera settings”  

System message 

“Please check 

camera settings” 

Pass n/a 

2.1.2.

1 

EH3 User removes app 

permission for camera 

System message 

“App requesting 

camera access, 

allow or deny?”  

System message 

“App requesting 

camera access, 

allow or deny?” 

Pass n/a 

2.1.2.

2 

EH4 Disable microphone 

audio 

System message 

“Oops. Your device 

does not support 

voice input.”  

System message 

“Oops. Your 

device does not 

support voice 

input.” 

Pass n/a 

1/5/14 4.5.2.

1 

EH5

.1 

UPC  

041196915051, User 

shakes the image and 

hides partial barcode 

from view 

System re-

autofocus and 

continue capture 

process 

088891555555, 

Is it correct? 

Fail System 

needs longer 

time for 

preview 

process 

4.6 EH6 Fake UPC longer than 

12 digits: 

123456789012345678

901234567890 

123456789012, Is 

it correct? 

123456789012, 

Is it correct? 

Pass n/a 

5.2.1.

1 

EH7 Non-existing UPC 

000000000000 

Product not found Product not 

found 

Pass n/a 

1/18/14 4.5.2.

1 

EH5

.2 

UPC  

041196915051, User 

shakes the image and 

hides partial barcode 

from view 

System re-

autofocus and 

continue capture 

process 

System re-

autofocus and 

continue capture 

process 

Pass n/a 

6.1 EH6

.1 

INCORRECT JSON 

[{mid:4,mbrand:Am

y's,mname:Organic 

Chunky Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.39,

mhealth:0,mrank:1

},mid:3,mbrand:Am

y's,mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.05,

mhealth:0,mrank:2

System message 

“No Product 

Found”  

System crashed Fail Exception 

handling - 

return 

dummy 
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},2,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.03,

mhealth:0,mrank:3

},{mid:1,mbrand:P

rogresso,mname:Tr

aditional Italian 

Style Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.25,

mhealth:16.5,mran

k:4}] 

 

1/25/14 6.1 EH6

.2 

INCORRECT JSON 

[{mid:4,mbrand:Am

y's,mname:Organic 

Chunky Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.39,

mhealth:0,mrank:1

},mid:3,mbrand:Am

y's,mname:Organic 

Lentil 

Soup,mprice:3.05,

mhealth:0,mrank:2

},2,mbrand:Amy's,

mname:Organic 

Lentil Vegetable 

Soup,mprice:3.03,

mhealth:0,mrank:3

},{mid:1,mbrand:P

rogresso,mname:Tr

aditional Italian 

Style Wedding 

Soup,mprice:2.25,

mhealth:16.5,mran

k:4}] 

 

System message 

“No Product 

Found” 

System message 

“No Product 

Found” 

Pass n/a 

6.1 EH6

.3 

DUMMY JSON RECORD 

[{mid:dummy,mbran

d:dummy,mname:dum

my,mprice:dummy,m

health:dummy,mran

k:dummy}] 

 

System message 

“No Product 

Found” 

System message 

“No Product 

Found” 

Pass n/a 
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